RNAV TRANSITIONS

TO RILAX HOLDING
FOR CONTINUATION AFTER RILAX REFER TO CHART NO.3

SULZ
116.1 SUL
N48 22.9 E008 38.7

TANGO
D 112.5 TGO
N48 37.1 E009 15.6

SOLGO
N48 18.7 E008 55.1

IBINI
N48 10.2 E008 34.9

EMKIL
N48 10.5 E008 45.9

(IAF)
RILAX
N47 36.6 E008 30.8

ZURICH EAST
D 110.05 ZUE
N47 35.5 E008 49.1

KLOTEN
D 114.85 KLO
N47 27.4 E008 32.7

NOT TO SCALE

SPEED RESTRICTION
Above FL100 as instructed by Radar.
MAX 250 KT below FL100.
NON-RNAV TRANSITIONS

TO TRA

FOR CONTINUATION AFTER TRA REFER TO CHART NO.3

SULZ 116.1 SUL
N48 22.9 E008 38.7

TANGO D 112.5 TGO
N48 37.1 E009 15.6

IBINI N48 10.9
E008 34.9

SOLGO N48 18.7
E008 55.1

EMKIL N48 10.5
E008 45.9

NOT TO SCALE

SPEED RESTRICTION

Above FL100 as instructed by Radar.
MAX 250 KT below FL100.

5900’ within 17 DME
NEGRA ONE ALFA (NEGRA 1A)
RILAX ONE ALFA (RILAX 1A)
RNAV ARRIVALS
TO AMIKI HOLDING

NEGRA ONE ZULU (NEGRA 1Z)
TRASADINGEN ONE ZULU (TRA 1Z)
ARRIVALS
TO AMIKI HOLDING

SPEED RESTRICTION
MAX 250 KT below FL100.

NOT TO SCALE

RNAV STAR ROUTING
NEGRA 1A
NEGRA - MATIV - AMIKI.
RILAX 1A
RILAX - LAMAX - AMIKI.

NON-RNAV STAR ROUTING
NEGRA 1Z
230° track, intercept ZUE R-097 inbound to AMIKI.
TRA 1Z
TRA R-106 to AMIKI.
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For the purpose of descent planning expect to cross 9NM to BLM at or above FL200, BLM at or above FL150, ZH677 at or above FL120.

SPEED LIMITATION, GENERAL:  BELOW FL 100 MAX 250kt

NOT TO SCALE

CHANGES: HOC 2Z, WIL 2Z, URNAX 2Z changed.

SPEED LIMITATION, GENERAL:

BELOW FL 100 MAX 250kt

NOT TO SCALE